Market & Technology Readiness
Getting from Project to Product

Frank Bennett (Independent Expert)
Michel Drescher (Oxford University)

Why do projects need MTRL?
•R&I projects need a way to communicate position and value.
•Exposes the need to prepare to compete in the open market.
•Shows the trajectory toward exploitation.
•The velocity between stages demonstrates progress over time.

MTRL is a ‘marker’ for the readiness of a portfolio of R&I
projects to be ready to compete in an open market.
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Market Readiness Levels
0 - Hunch. You perceive a need within a market and something ignites.
1 - Basic research. You can now describe the need(s) but have no evidence.
2 - Needs formulation. You articulate the need(s) using a customer/user story.
3 - Needs validation. You have an initial 'offering'; stakeholders like your slideware.
4 - Small scale campaign ("closed" beta - 5 - 10 friendly stakeholders)
5 - Large scale campaign ("open" beta - 10 - 20 pipeline customers)
6 - Proof of traction (Problem/Solution Fit - 20 - 50 paying customers)
7 - Proof of satisfaction with a happy team and happy customers (Vision/Founder Fit)
8 - Proof of scalability with a growing pipeline (Product/Market Fit)
9 - Proof of stability, KPIs surpassed and Q on Q growth. (Business Model/Market Fit)
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What is MTRL?
MTRL is a framework to:
• Co-join TRL and MRL throughout project
• Keeps the ‘eye on the ball’ for market readiness
Used for reviews with :
• project team
• project stakeholders
• independent advisor/SME
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The MTRL Method
Assessment

Engagement

Action Plan

•Business Model Canvas

•Workshops

•Value Proposition Canvas

•1:1 Coaching

•Exploitation Planning

•Webinars

•Customer Experience (CX)

•Project
Support
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4 Things To Help You Now
•Value Proposition Canvas - THE STARTING POINT.
A clear way to articulate your value, it answers the: ‘Why you doing this?’
•Business Model Canvas
The business plan on a single page that demonstrates your understanding of:
‘What supports your project transforming into a business’.
•Exploitation Planning
Direct support in writing, planning and executing your mandated exploitation
and sustainability planning requirements.
•Customer Experience
Mapping out the Customer’s Journey helps you understand your role in the
customer’s landscape, and how customers perceive your value. Making it easy
for the customer to do business with you.
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Panel discussion

6 months down the road,
and fresh “off the hook”
Your message to the audience
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Panel discussion

• CloudTeams

(summary)

• WAZIUP

(summary)

• MUSA
• COLA
• CLARUS
• EUBra BIGSEA
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From Project to Product
www.cloudteams.eu

Sabine Kolvenbach, Fraunhofer FIT
New cloud services and software for the Digital Single Market,
NetFutures2017, 28th June 2017, Brussels
The CloudTeams project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 644617.

CloudTeams Positioning
Not a solution for traditional software houses, it is a new way of thinking for
agile software development.
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A community growth and collaborative development tool for teams who build innovative
software and for users who want to support such initiatives.

It does not only deliver testers to software projects, it builds early adopters who will love
to use the software produced through the platform.
The CloudTeams project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 644617.

28th June 2017, NetFutures 2017, Brussels

What we expected from the
MTRL Assessment
• Recommendations on how to bring CloudTeams to the
market and make it a success
o
o
o
o
o

How to enlarge our stakeholder groups?
How to build our community?
How to reach potential customers?
Which licensing model?
What is our commercial model?

The CloudTeams project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 644617.

28th June 2017, NetFutures 2017, Brussels
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What we got from the MTRL
Assessment
 Key recommendations for a go-to-market strategy –
what has to be examined?
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Our offer – Why customers are willing to pay for it?
Best/promising channels for promoting the CloudTeams platform
Early adopters (two different costumer segments)
Campaigns to collect feedback from potential customers
Track conversations to feed these insights back into the strategy
Licensing Model – consider a dual model
Commercial Model

 Guideline to understand our business side and focus our go-to-market
strategy

 Key take-aways
o Know our team, market, business, customer, network, investors, pipeline!

The CloudTeams project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 644617.

28th June 2017, NetFutures 2017, Brussels
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Our Conclusion
MTRL assessment identifies the maturity of your product and gives targetoriented advices on your successful go-to-market strategy!
The CloudTeams project has successfully raised its MTRL score in under 6
months from "4" to "7" after the initial MTRL workshop. In February 2017
we have pursued a full rollout with our target users - start-ups, software
developers and consumers - in Europe. We look forward to seeing how other
innovative cloud and R&D projects benefit from the MTRL method!
Most impactful recommendations for CloudTeams:
o Clearly define what you do and what you do not do. It must be clearly communicated to
a target audience of customers who are willing to pay.
o CloudCoins are an ideal mechanism for end-user engagement, but will not generate
substantial revenue!

 Our rating: 8

We got much more than we expected from the two hours workshop!
The CloudTeams project has received funding from the European Union's
Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant
agreement No 644617.

28th June 2017, NetFutures 2017, Brussels
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IOT AND BIG DATA SOLUTIONS WITH/FOR AFRICA
IST-Africa 2017
02th June, 2017
Windhock
Abdur Rahim
Project Co-ordinator
FBK CREATE-NET

Target regions in Africa
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Togo

Senegal

Start with 4
countries Senegal,
Ghana, Togo and
Burkina-faso and
target to reach up
to 15 countries
across two regions
in Sub-saharan
Africa

§ Highly motivated and talent young people looking for the opportunities,
more than 40% of the population in sub-Saharan countries is younger
generation
§ 64% of the population in Sub-Saharan Africa living in rural areas

WAZIUP Vision
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Digital transformation of African
farms and agriculture

WAZIUP for African, by African
WAZIUP to empower IoT innovation
“Made in Africa”

Vision/Consortium fit
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Technology provider and know
how
(5 partners: SMEs, university and
research
organization)

Co-design, community building and
exploitation
(7 partners: SMEs, Start-up, incubator,
maker-space, universities)

Award and recognition
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¨

WAZIUP partnership with FI-global “Support for pilots”

¨

WAZIUP fish-farming MVP received “ Best Award”

¨

¨

Travel award to participate “North x South Forum on
Innovation”
Travel award to participate World Economical Forum

MULTI-CLOUD SECURE APPLICATIONS
www.musa-project.eu

COLA
Cloud Orchestration at the Level of Application
The product of the COLA Project:
• MiCADO – a generic and pluggable framework to support the optimal and secure
deployment and run-time orchestration of cloud applications
•

•

To be provided as a toolkit that
can be incorporated into cloud
services
To support the development,
deployment and operation of
cloud-aware applications

•

To support the automated
scalability of cloud applications

•

To assure that applications can
utilise the elasticity of IaaS clouds
based of user-defined QoS

Dr Tamas Kiss – Project
coordinator – University of
Westminster, London, UK
kisst@wmin.ac.uk

Application 1

Service 1

Application 2

Service 2

Service 3

Application N

Service 4

Service 5

Resource requirements

Variable resource consumption
Baseline resource consumption
Dynamic
demand

Manually
adjusted
supply
Cloud services

To be replaced by
automatically
adjusted supply

Gennaro Fontanarosa, Trust-IT: SEO and Go-to-Market Support

CLARUS delivers trust in the Cloud

Aligning the interests of cloud service providers and their customers for
no-compromise security of all data stored in the cloud
CLARUS is a secure and attack tolerant framework to monitor, audit and
control data stored in the cloud.
Our customers are IT departments in healthcare facilities and the geospatial
community (see the DPSP Cluster white paper)
Hospital IT decision makers are scared to move their data to the cloud.
With CLARUS, hospital IT teams can move safely to the cloud knowing their
sensitive data is secure and compliant with legal regulations.
With all the benefits of cloud computing: 12 Cloud Characteristics
guaranteed.
But this is just one example of how CLARUS customers can benefit.
CloudWATCH2 Concertation - June
2017
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ADDRESSING BIG DATA CHALLENGES ON THE
CLOUD WITH QUALITY OF SERVICE
Build massive parallel data analytic applications over selfmanaged elastic processing service.
Ignacio Blanquer – iblanque@dsic.upv.es

programming
models

QoS
deadlines

privacy
composition

www.eubra-bigsea.eu | @bigsea_eubr

OLAP
databases

smart
cities

Panel Discussion Topics
• Did MTRL meet your expectations? Or even exceed them?
Where did we fall short of your expectations?
• What were the most effective/most impactful
recommendations you received? And how did they influence
the project?
• What challenges have you faced in bridging the ‘tech’ world to
the ‘business’ world?
• What have you learned from this experience?
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Question 1

Did MTRL meet your expectations? Or even
exceed them?
Where did we fall short of your
expectations?
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Question 2

What were the most effective/most
impactful recommendations you received?
And how did they influence the project?
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Question 3

What challenges have you faced in
bridging the ‘tech’ world
to the ‘business’ world?
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Question 4

What have you learned from this
experience?
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Q&A
Do you have any questions for the speakers or panelists?
Come talk to us after the presentation or email:

Email: frank@frankbennett.co.uk
Web: www.cloudwatchhub.eu
Follow: @CloudWatchHub @FBonCloud
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